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Sometimes the temperature in the library can feel like this: 
 
If you check out Mugar Library's twitter page you'll see that, within any given week, the 
library gets about a half dozen to a dozen tweets asking why the library is so hot or so 
cold. The library usually responds by alerting administration. But what really happens 
when it comes to the temperature control of the library? Have no fear, Tom the Librarian 
is here! 
Here's a helpful Q&A explaining why the temperature in the library is so wonky. 
1.) How should students request a change in the temperature? 
If you have a request to change the temperature in the library, feel free to tweet at 
@mugarlib or talk to someone at the security desk at the entrance. 
2.) Who is controlling the temperature? 
Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) at Mugar Memorial Library is 
controlled by BU staff who are located off-site. 
3.) What does administration do when they receive a request to change the 
temperature? 
When library administration receives a request to change the temperature they forward 
that request to the off-site BU staff who are in charge of HVAC in the library. 
4.) What’s the history of the building and its climate control? 
Mugar library was built in the mid-60s. You may notice that none of the windows in the 
library will open. A feature of this type of architecture is that the HVAC systems manage 
the entire building as a single unit. The temperature in large buildings designed in this 
way will take time to change. So most often, you will not notice a drastic difference 
immediately. 
5.) Is it worthwhile for students to alert the library when the temperature is 
uncomfortable? 
Yes, of course! We care about students’ comfort while they are studying and we do 
always pay attention to your comments and concerns. When we make decisions about 
what goes on at the library, we take your concerns into serious consideration. 
	
